Christoph, to be added after launch (as reminder for ourselves):

- communication to institutions and agencies;
- discussion VPS with ethics correspondents in presence of Ombudsman and possibly president of DB.

René, Margaret

In light of today's meeting with Jean-Luc, I updated the to do list on the WB guidelines.

Please check if ok.

René - anything we could add to the plan regarding press contacts?

Best regards

Christoph

This message is intended solely for the person to whom it is addressed. It may contain privileged and confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient you must not read, copy, distribute or discuss or take any action in reliance on it. If you have received this note in error, please notify me or my secretary as soon as possible on the above telephone number.
René, ok pour clôturer la CIS.

Merci

jluc

Jean-Luc, peut-on clôturer?

René

Any news from j luc as to closure of Cis-net?

Best regards

Christoph
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